
STRETCHING 
AND

 STRENGTHENING
EXERCISE
PROGRAM

Stretching Exercise Regimen 

 

HOLD ARM OUT IN FRONT OF YOU
PARALLEL TO THE FLOOR AND BEND
YOUR WRIST SO YOUR FINGERTIPS
ARE POINTING TOWARDS THE
FLOOR OR UP TOWARDS THE
CEILING
APPLY FORCE WITH OPPOSITE HAND
IN THE DIRECTION OF YOUR BODY
UNTIL YOU FEEL A STRETCH
HOLD STRETCH FOR 15 SECONDS 
 AND COMPLETE TO OTHER SIDE
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 Wrist Flexion/Extension



Lateral Neck Flexion

  Pectoralis Stretch

Curved Spine Stretch

Place right hand on top of head with
left arm placed behind your back
Lightly pull head to the side until you
feel a stretch 
Rotate head forward and to the side
to stretch different areas of the neck
muscles
Hold stretch for 15-20 seconds  and
complete on other side
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Place hands interlocked behind back
Arch back and look upwards toward ceiling
until you feel a stretch in your chest
Hold for 10 seconds
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Place hands interlocked in
front of stomach with palms
facing towards the ground
Fully extend arms and round
upper back, bring chin in
towards chest
Hold for 10 seconds
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  Trunk Rotation & Shoulder Stretch

     Hip Flexor Stretch

From a standing position, take a
short step forward with one
foot
Lower that leg into a lunge
position with knee bent, while
keeping other leg extended
straight back
Place both hands on lunged
knee for support 
Hold stretch for 5 seconds on
both sides, and repeat 3 times
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Place legs in tripod position
Lean to one side with elbow
resting on the knee of the
side you are leaning towards
Stretch opposite arm above
head and look at ceiling 
Hold stretch for 15 seconds
on both sides
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Strengthening Exercise Regimen 

Bilateral Lying Toe Taps

Alternating Arm & Leg Raise

Lie on your back with feet flat on
floor and contract lower
abdominal muscles towards the
floor
Lift both legs at a time, bringing
your hips and knees to 90° angles
Return legs to starting position
while maintaining the 90° angle
at your knees and repeat
Complete for 15 reps 
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Begin in a four-point position with knees
and hands on floor (knees directly
underneath hips and hands directly
under shoulders)
Raise your left arm simultaneously as
you lift your right (opposite) leg off the
ground
Hold this position for 3 seconds and
then lower back to ground
Complete for 15 reps each side and
repeat on other side
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Thoracic Extension

Begin in a four-point position with
knees and hands on floor (knees
directly underneath hips and hands
directly under shoulders)
Place right palm on back of head and
aim that elbow to rotate inwards
towards your left elbow
Once you get as close to the left
elbow as you can, open up your spine
by rotating your right elbow away
from it
Squeeze your shoulder blades as you
rotate your elbow upwards and then
rotate elbow back inwards and
repeat
Complete exercise on the other side
and cmplete for 15 reps each side
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Wall Sliding Exercises

Stand with back pressed firmly against
the wall
Place the back of your arms and hands
over your head against the wall
While keeping your hands and arms
against the wall, slide them down and
bring your elbows into your sides 
Slide hands back up against the wall to
starting position and repeat
complete for 10 reps 
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Downward Squeeze

External Rotation

Secure resistance band to anchor
approximately 8-12in above your head
Stand facing towards the resistance
band
Grasp resistance band in each hand
and pull down bringing hands to
shoulders and keeping elbows
between 45°-90° angle
Hold end point for 2-3 seconds and
release hands slowly back to
starting position
Complete for 10-15 reps 
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Secure resistance band to anchor
at the height of your stomach
Stand perpendicular to the
resistance band and grab it with
the outside hand
Keep elbow at your side and move
the band away from your body by
squeezing your shoulder blade in
towards the middle of your back
Repeat on other side
Complete 10-15 reps on each side
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*Yellow lines resemble a resistance band


